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Jon Carlehed, Head of Design at Asko Appliances.

“The key elements of Scandinavian design 
– understated elegance, high-quality 
craftsmanship and natural materials – are 
reflected in ASKO’s design language. ”

Scandinavian design
The combination of everyday functionalism, environmental 
concern and clean, pleasant lines is the principal 
hallmark of Scandinavian design – and that of ASKO. 
The fundamental idea is that carefully designed 
products should improve people’s quality of life. To 
distinguish ourselves in a market of cluttered, complex 
and voluptuous designs, we aim for a soft, humanistic 
minimalism based on the principle of quiet being the 
new loud. The key elements of Scandinavian design 
– understated elegance, high-quality craftsmanship 
and natural materials – are reflected in ASKO’s 
design language. Much emphasis is also placed on 
functionality. We strive to make life easier by offering 
truly user-friendly interfaces, integration of practical 
functions and trouble-free, durable products that 
please people for a long time.
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We follow our 
own path

Despite our 65 years in the industry, we do not rest on 
our laurels, we always strive to understand how we can 
make our products even better. This time around we have 
done our best to learn from real people, finding out what 
they think are the biggest problems in the laundry room . 

We combined these insights with our years of experience 
in both domestic and commercial laundry to create a new 
generation of good-looking, user-friendly, innovative and 
long-lasting washing machines and tumble dryers. 

Everything ends up in bedsheets and 
laundry gets tangled up
The rotating drum causes the clothes to rotate in the same 
direction. In the end, they get tangled up with each other. 
The result is more trouble and a significantly poorer drying 
result.

Too noisy and vibrations
Living next door to the laundry room or having the washing 
machine in or nearby the kitchen creates a poorer audio 
environment and in the long run is perceived as very 
disturbing.

Dirty rubber ring
Lots of dirt and bacteria accumulate in the rubber bellow. 
It causes bad odours and requires regular and time 
-consuming cleaning. The rubber bellow is also the part of 
the washing machine that breaks first.

Door too small
Many people with large and active families often wash 
several times a day. In such a situation, loading and 
unloading can be extra difficult. The washing machine 
opening is too small and the clothes get stuck in the 
rubber bellows.

Vibration-free spinning
All our washing machines have the unique Quattro 
Construction™. The inner and outer drum rest on four 
shock absorbers that are attached to the bottom plate. 
Spinning causes virtually no vibrations. 

Hygienic Steel Seal™
A better alternative to the traditional rubber bellow is the 
hygienic and maintenance-free Steel Seal™ solution that 
you find on all ASKO washing machines. There is simply 
no place for dirt to gather, eliminating the need for regular 
cleaning.

Big doors on all ASKO washers
The doors on all ASKO washing machines have a large 
porthole diameter of 307 mm. The fact that they lack 
the traditional rubber bellow also makes loading and 
unloading considerably easier.

Butterfly drying
We have solved this problem by creating a unique solution 
that we call Butterfly drying. The two paddles inside the 
machine gently push the clothing in a figure of eight, to 
spread the garments out and allow air to evenly circulate 
through them. This prevents bundling and minimises 
creasing in your clothes.

In the work to develop our latest washing machines and 
dryers we met consumers. These meetings became small 
narratives with different views, ideas and wishes. We 
learned a lot and started developing a new generation of 

washing machines and tumble dryers with a great many 
improvements and solutions. Here we have collected some 
of the most common concerns and how we try to resolve 
them.

Eliminating your 
biggest troubles

THE OTHER WAY THE ASKO WAY
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Steam programmes for fast
removal of creases and wrinkles

Air Lift™ paddles 
achieve faster drying

Soft Drum™ for gentle drying

Sportswear programme for Gore-Tex 
and membrane clothing

Illumination inside for 
easy viewing

Butterfly Drying™ for 
less bundlingFully

loaded
Smarter by design. The ASKO Laundry machines are packed with innovative features 

designed to make daily life easier. And because they’re made using quality steel parts, 
you can always look forward to years of reliable service.

Auto Dosing for exact 
amount of detergent

Large door for easy 
clothes removal

Steel Seal™ door for 
better hygiene

Start/stop button with 
pause function

ASKO Pro Wash™ for effective 
rinsing and cleaning

Quattro suspension for 
whisper--quiet operation
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A timeless 
classic
Our Classic models have a programme for every living situation and 
with the two run modes, you can quickly adjust the programmes 
to make them either more environmentally friendly or wash more 
intensively. The interface is easy to understand and straightforward 
to use with a selection knob for programme selection and buttons 
for each option. The front plate, panel and controls have the same 
timeless, discreet and elegant white design that will last forever.

The Line Concept™ starts with the detergent drawer on the left and 
ends with the Start/Stop/Pause button on the right. Start by filling the 
detergent drawer then simply enter your desired settings from left to 
right! Line Concept™ is available on all Pro Home™ washing machines 
and tumble dryers.

From left to right with Line Concept™
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Make logical 
choices
For the Logic models we focused on a minimalistic appearance with 
sleek lines and a balanced colour scheme between the front plate, 
panel and display. Harmony is key here and the Logic models are 
suited to all types of integration where appearance is important. This 
is the logical choice for everyone and caters to the need for both 
design and function.

On our Logic and Style models the panel, detergent drawer lid, dial 
and buttons are all made of carefully brushed metal and stainless 
steel. It is not simply a way to signal quality, it is also entirely in line 
with honest Scandinavian design, where quality should not only be 
superficial - if something looks robust, it must also be robust.

Long lasting and timeless
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Styled perfectly 
for you
The Style models have a full-size front made from a single 
piece of solid stainless steel that surrounds the stylish horizontal 
brushed metal panel. The front, panel, display and other visible 
components boast a perfect fit and finish and the full-colour high-
definition TFT display provides the best possible overview of the 
available functions, modes, and status. We have not compromised 
on any material, which is why all the knobs and buttons are made 
of carefully polished metal and designed to offer the best feel and 
response when used. 

The full-colour display on our Style models enhances your interaction. 
You not only get a perfect display and great colour and image 
contrast, but also low energy consumption and a steady display 
completely free from eye-straining flicker. 

Full colour for full visibility 
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Don’t wash too hot
Pure cotton fabrics typically require 60°C to release 
dirt. But today fabrics made from mixed fibres are more 
common and then it is usually suffices with a lower 
temperature. High temperatures cause wear on textile 
fibres and greatly reduce the life of your clothes. 

Don’t wash too often
When you wash your clothes the fibres in the garments are 
rubbed, folded and worn, which ultimately causes them to 
break apart.

Don’t rub stains
Often we try to rub away stains with a little detergent or 
stain remover. This damages the fabric and can even 
make the stain worse. 

Don’t overdose detergent
More detergent does not automatically make clothes 
cleaner. However, skin irritation can be caused by 
detergent residue left in your clothes, under collars or in 
folds. Instead, try using half the recommended dose and 
increase as necessary.

Use the tumble dryer instead
If your clothes have no visible stains, you can use the 
airing or steam programmes on our tumble dryers. This is 
an ideal way to get your clothes fresh again, without any 
detergents struggling to clean textile fibres

Use our smart stain programmes
As a complement to other stain removal methods, we have 
created stain programmes that are tailored to both fabric 
and stain types. You simply choose the type of fabric and 
stain and then let the washing machine take care of the 
stain in the best possible way.

Use ASKO Auto Dose
Instead of struggling yourself, let the washing machine 
measure exactly the right detergent dose. Our washing 
machines with the Auto Dose system measure the 
detergent based on wash load, dirtiness level, water 
hardness, programme type and temperature. The perfect 
dose every time and no more overdosing.

ASKO cleans even at low temperatures
We have made it easy for you to choose a lower temperature 
without impairing the end result. Our Pro Wash system 
ensures that all detergent is used in the laundry process. 
In addition, the system activates the detergent earlier in the 
laundry process, which prolongs its cleaning effect.

Laundry care 
the ASKO way
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Dark clothes fade
You’ve probably heard that you should turn your jeans 
inside out to maintain the colour better, but few are aware 
that this is true for all dark garments. Also, do not put 
them in the dryer if you want to keep the colour as long as 
possible because heat is tough on colour.

Don’t use softener on towels
Softener agents consist of microscopic plastic particles 
that retain a certain amount of moisture so as to soften 
the towel. On the other hand, the towel becomes less 
absorbent, which actually counteracts its purpose. 

Don’t forget to wash the washer 
Over time detergent residue, textile fibres and skin residue 
will build up in the washing machine. This will inevitably 
end up on your clothes and can cause bad odours and 
allergies.

Be extra careful with wool
Wool is naturally strong and durable but can change 
shape when it is processed too intensively. It is therefore 
important to both be careful and have patience. Washing 
wool correctly by hand takes a long time and a skilled 
hand.

Air is the best softener
Instead of softeners that degrade the towel’s ability to bind 
moisture and can even contribute to skin problems, simply 
choose to dry them in our tumble dryers. They will be both 
dry and soft - without chemicals.

Use our drum cleaning programme
Do not let a dirty washing machine destroy your laundry. 
We have created a special drum cleaning programme that 
effectively cleans drums, hoses and other components 
involved in the laundry process.

ASKO is more careful than you
Choose to wash your wool fabrics in an ASKO instead of 
doing it by hand. This is in fact gentler on the fabric than 
you could ever be. 

Wash them with Dark wash
There have long been programmes for white wash, but few 
for dark fabrics, which are at least as common. With our 
Dark wash programme you can wash your dark laundry  
without the risk of detergent spots and colour bleaching. 
Additional rinses, low mechanical action and low spin 
speeds ensure that your dark laundry is washed gently 
and rinsed thoroughly.
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Washers
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Normal mode
Normal mode means no changes to the programme. Enough water, 
energy and time is used to be able to achieve a perfect washing 
result for normally soiled loads.
 
Green mode
If you want to save both water and energy you should choose Green 
mode. To achieve the best possible washing and rinsing result yet 
still reduce energy consumption, each stage in the programme is 
prolonged. Total programme time will thus be longer compared to 
Normal mode.
 
Allergy mode
This mode adds water to be able to rinse away all detergent 
residue from the load as well as from the detergent compartment. 
More water is used in Allergy mode and energy and time are 
also added to achieve the best possible washing and rinsing 
performance. The selected temperature is kept at the same level 
for a longer time.

 
Speed mode
When selecting Speed mode you task the washing machine with 
delivering perfect washing and rinsing results in less time than 
normal. To achieve this, both more water and more energy are 
added to the washing cycle.
 
Intensive mode
In this mode the washing machine has plenty of time to wash 
the load, more time than in Normal mode. And to really ensure a 
perfect result for heavily soiled clothes, more water and energy are 
also used. In Intensive mode the selected temperature is kept at 
the same level for a longer time.
 
Night mode
Use night mode whenever you need the washing machine to be qui- 
eter. The drum movements are gentler and the final spin uses a lower 
rpm. Time is added to ensure that the load is washed perfectly.

Mode function 
- your shortcut to 
better washing
When using a run mode, different parameters of the selected programme are changed to be able to,  
for example, wash faster, quieter, more energy efficiently or more intensively. Our Style models have  
six different modes, Logic has five and the Classic models three. 
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Programmes for all 
kinds of laundry
Today, we use significantly more different clothes, different types of fabrics and often fabrics of mixed materials than we did just a decade ago. 
As a consequence, it is also more difficult to choose the right programme. We have made it easy for you to make the right choice by creating a 
large number of programmes for different types of clothes and fabrics. Some of them are featured here.

Jeans are a durable fabric outside the washing machine 
but require some extra care during washing. Our Jeans 
programme cleans your favourite pair by washing at 
lower temperatures and using lower spin speeds. In 
addition, we have added extra water to ensure that all 
detergent residue is washed from the fabric and the thick 
seams, eliminating the risk of detergent stains.

Jeans

Hygiene
The hygiene programme is designed for all those 
situations where deep hygienic washing is required. It 
is perfect for home chefs who need to clean aprons, 
kitchen towels and other textiles that meet raw food. It 
is also suitable for baby clothes, bedding and clothes 
used by skin allergy sufferers. In the latter case we 
recommend you turn the garments inside out as 
this will also thoroughly wash out any skin residue or 
residue from skin products. The programme combines 
longer heating sequences and extra rinses.  

Sportswear
A programme for clothes with membranes, such as 
waterproof garments and breathable fabrics. This 
programme is also ideal for sportswear made of 
mixed materials. The programme is short and uses 
fewer rinses to reduce wear on waterproofing agents. 
.
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Have you ever found that it’s hard to get collars and 
cuffs clean on your shirts? Then you should try the shirts 
programme. It’s a gentle but effective programme where 
we use more water and repeated rinses to get even the 
thicker parts of the shirt clean.

Shirts

Dark wash
For dark laundry, eliminating the risk of detergent 
spots on fabrics. Extra rinses are added while low 
mechanical action and low spin speeds ensure 
that your dark laundry is washed gently and rinsed 
thoroughly.

Conditioning
This is a short programme for adding waterproofing 
agent to fabrics. The programme uses cold water 
only and low mechanical action. For use with a 
waterproofing agent.

Bedding
A weekly wash of your bedding will remove skin 
residue and mites that cause allergies. This 
programme is used to wash bedding, pillows and 
larger items. Follow the instructions for washing and 
care. The wash uses a large amount of water and 
extra rinse cycles.

Quick Pro
This is a quick programme but with high washing 
efficiency. The programme washes with gentle 
tumbling and lower spin speeds and takes just less 
under an hour.
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Super clean with Super Rinse
Dirt is not good for your clothes and detergents are not good for 
your skin. As a preventive measure for people with very sensitive 
skin ASKO’s washing machines feature an extra rinse function 
called Super Rinse. This is especially important in countries with 
soft water and means that the machine rinses up to seven times. 

What is clean 
laundry for you? 

Shortcut for allergy sufferers
Since skin allergy sufferers, like all of us, wear different types of 
clothes, we have equipped our washing machines with an allergy 
mode function. This feature allows you to customise almost all 
programmes to make them more efficient against residues in 
laundry loads and the machine.

We are becoming increasingly sensitive to both 
ingredients in our food and various substances in our 
surroundings. Washing detergent is no exception. That’s 

why it is so important that a washing machine can rinse 
away all detergent that can accumulate in both the fabric 
and the machine.

Fabric care and skin care. We tend to both
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Hygienic Steel Seal™ door
A common feature of all commercial washing machines, whether 
they are used in hotels, beauty salons or retirement homes, is that 
they have no rubber bellow. And there’s good reason. Eliminating 
a rubber door seal that can degrade over time and trap dirt and 
grime ensures a more hygienic wash. You will also find loading 
and unloading easier with the Steel Seal™ door solution. All ASKO 
domestic washers have this long-lasting door solution.
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Mix well before use
The Auto Dose system ensures that the water and detergent are 
well mixed before reaching the clothes in the drum. This eliminates 
the risk of spots on dark fabrics and improves overall washing 
performance. It also activates the detergent earlier in the process, 
which makes cleaning more effective even at lower temperatures.

Dosing with precision
To be on a par with the Auto Dose system, you need to know the 
weight and dirtiness of the load, the water hardness and the type 
of programme you are about to run. All of these parameters affect 
how much detergent is needed. With the Auto Dose system, the 
only thing you need to do is select the dirtiness of the load and then 
leave the rest of the decision making to the clever algorithms that 
control the Auto Dose system. 

No more 
guesswork! 
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Bigger is better

Thanks to the ASKO Pro Wash™ system, you can be sure that big 
loads will be washed and rinsed thoroughly. We even increased the 
capacity of our washers to 12 kg for the XL 80-litre drum and 9 kg 
for the standard 60-litre drum.

ASKO Pro Wash™ provides extra  
washing power
Instead of just relying on the water at the bottom of the drum, the 
ASKO Pro Wash™ system actively circulates the water and detergent 
mix from the bottom of the drum to the top where two nozzles spray 
the mix over the inner drum and it is then guided by the lifters and 
eventually sprayed on the load. This means the load is soaked faster, 
which enables superb washing and rinsing performance even with 
very short washing cycles. 

ASKO Pro Wash™
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Our contribution to better living conditions for people living 
next door to the washer is spelled Quattro Construction™. 
This is a unique yet simple system consisting of four shock 
absorbers that transfer the vibrational energy from the outer 

drum to the bottom plate of the machine. In fact, the entire 
construction stands inside the casing and spinning at even 
maximum rpm can be achieved virtually free of vibrations. 

Tough on dirt and  
gentle on fabrics
The hourglass-shaped and removable lifters guide 
the load to the gentler central area of the drum and 
effectively remove large debris, such as dirt and 
gravel, to the larger holes at the edge of the drum. 
Active Drum™ is perfectly balanced to ensure the 
best possible washing and rinsing performance 
while still ensuring minimal wear on fabrics.

Strong and silent.  
A happy union!
Our washing machines are fitted with brushless 
motors to ensure that the machine can cope with the 
highest spin speeds while reducing noise levels and 
increasing the life of the machine. High efficiency 
ensures reduced energy consumption and the motor 
also allows for speed control, enabling the further 
development of washing programmes.

Vibration-free spinning
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Washers

Technical data/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class A+++
 n Spin drying performance class A
 n Capacity cotton 12 kg
 n Noise level washing/spinning: 

 59/74 dB(A)

W6124X.W
User interface: Style
Type: Front-loaded
Colour: White

Modes
Normal, Green, Allergy, Speed,
Intensive, Night

Use & Flexibility
 n Clarity and visibility with TFT full-  

 colour screen
 n Programmes for Dark fabrics, Wool  

 and Mixed fibres
 n Stain programmes for different   

 stains and fabrics
 n Special programmes  for Jeans,   

 Shirts and Hygienic wash
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Allergy programmes
 n Exact and automated dosage with  

 Auto Dose system

Construction & Performance
 n Unique full steel front design
 n Four shock absorbers for vibration- 

 free spinning (Quattro construction™)
 n Hygienic door seal without   

 rubber bellow (Steel Seal™)
 n Long-lasting stainless steel outer/ 

 inner drum material
 n Dual soaking with ASKO Pro Wash™  

 system
 n ECO connection 

W6098X.S / W6098X.W
User interface: Style
Type: Front-loaded
Colour: Stainless steel / White

Technical data/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class A+++
 n Spin drying performance class A
 n Capacity cotton 11 kg
 n Noise level washing/spinning: 

 52/77 dB(A)

W4114C.W
User interface: Logic
Type: Front-loaded
Colour: White

Modes
Normal, Green, Allergy, Speed,
Intensive

Use & Flexibility
 n Clarity and visibility with TFT full-  

 colour screen
 n Programmes for Dark fabrics, Wool  

 and Mixed fibres
 n Special programmes  for Jeans,   

 Shirts and Hygienic wash
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases

Construction & Performance
 n Unique full steel front design
 n Four shock absorbers for vibration- 

 free spinning (Quattro construction™)
 n Hygienic door seal without   

 rubber bellow (Steel Seal™)
 n Long -lasting stainless steel outer/ 

 inner drum material

Technical data/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class A+++
 n Spin drying performance class A
 n Capacity cotton 9 kg
 n Noise level washing/spinning: 

 56/77 dB(A)

W4096R.W
User interface: Logic
Type: Front-loaded
Colour: White

Construction & Performance
 n Unique full steel front design
 n Four shock absorbers for vibration- 

 free spinning (Quattro construction™)
 n Hygienic door seal without   

 rubber bellow (Steel Seal™)
 n Long-lasting stainless steel outer/ 

 inner drum material
 n Dual soaking with ASKO Pro Wash™  

 system

Modes
Normal, Green, Allergy, Speed,
Intensive

Use & Flexibility
 n Programmes for Dark fabrics, Wool  

 and Mixed fibres
 n Special programmes  for Jeans,   

 Shirts and Hygienic wash
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Super rinse and High water level   

 options
 n Delayed start option

Technical data/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class A+++
 n Spin drying performance class A
 n Capacity cotton 9 kg
 n Noise level washing/spinning: 

 56/78 dB(A)

Modes
Normal, Green, Allergy, Speed,
Intensive, Night

Use & Flexibility
 n Easy to use interface and TFT full- 

 colour screen
 n Programmes for Dark fabrics, Wool  

 and Mixed fibres
 n Special programmes  for Jeans,   

 Shirts and Hygienic wash
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Super rinse and High water level   

 options
 n Delayed start option
 n Allergy programmes
 n Exact and automated dosage with  

 Auto Dose system

Construction & Performance
 n Unique full steel front design
 n Four shock absorbers for vibration- 

 free spinning (Quattro construction™)
 n Hygienic door seal without   

 rubber bellow  (Steel Seal™)
 n Long-lasting stainless steel outer/ 

 inner drum material
 n Dual soaking with ASKO Pro Wash™  

 system
 n ECO connection
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Washers
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Technical data/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class A+++
 n Spin drying performance class A
 n Capacity cotton 9 kg
 n Noise level washing/spinning: 

 56/77 dB(A)

W4096P.W
User interface: Logic
Type: Front-loaded
Colour: White

Modes
Normal, Green, Allergy, Speed,
Intensive.

Use & Flexibility
 n Programmes for Dark fabrics, Wool  

 and Mixed fibres
 n Special programmes  for Jeans,   

 Shirts and Hygienic wash
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Super rinse and High water level   

 options
 n Delayed start option

Construction & Performance
 n Unique full steel front design
 n Four shock absorbers for vibration- 

 free spinning (Quattro construction™)
 n Hygienic door seal without   

 rubber bellow  (Steel Seal™)
 n Long-lasting stainless steel outer/ 

 inner drum material
 n Dual soaking with ASKO Pro Wash™  

 system

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class A+++
 n Spin drying performance class A
 n Capacity cotton 8 kg
 n Noise level washing/spinning: 

 52/77 dB(A)

W4086C.S / W4086C.W
User interface: Logic
Type: Front-loaded
Colour: Stainless steel / White

Construction & Performance
 n Unique full steel front design
 n Four shock absorbers for vibration- 

 free spinning (Quattro construction™)
 n Hygienic door seal without   

 rubber bellow (Steel Seal™)
 n Long-lasting stainless steel outer/ 

 inner drum material

Modes
Normal, Green, Allergy, Speed,
Intensive.

Use & Flexibility
 n Programmes for Dark fabrics, Wool  

 and Mixed fibres
 n Special programmes  for Jeans,   

 Shirts and Hygienic wash
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Super rinse and High water level   

 options
 n Delayed start option

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class A+++
 n Spin drying performance class B
 n Capacity cotton 8 kg
 n Noise level washing/spinning: 

 54/75 dB(A)

W2084C.W
User interface: Classic
Type: Front-loaded
Colour: White

Modes
Normal, Green, Intensive

Use & Flexibility
 n Programmes for Dark fabrics, Wool  

 and Mixed fibres
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Super rinse and High water level   

 options
 n Delayed start option

Construction & Performance
 n Four shock absorbers for vibration- 

 free spinning (Quattro construction™)
 n Hygienic door seal without   

 rubber bellow (Steel Seal™)
 n Long-lasting stainless steel outer/ 

 inner drum material
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Tumble dryers
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Laundry care 
starts with the right 
programme
Other manufacturers offer a few programmes that you as a consumer must adapt to suit different fabrics, materials and situations. We have a 
completely different philosophy and want you to spend as little time as possible in the laundry room. This is why we have created a large number 
of programmes that reflect different types of clothes, fabrics and situations. Choose the simple and safe way to dry your clothes. Below we 
present some examples.

For drying large items such as double sheets and duvet 
covers. This programme uses a low temperature, more 
time and reverse drum movements to prevent the laundry 
from bundling.

Bedding

Silk & Wool
Silk and wool fabrics shouldn’t be washed too often. 
Use the Silk & Wool programme to loosen up and 
refresh the garments.

Shirts
A programme for shirts and blouses that dries at a 
low temperature with reverse drum movements. The 
programme runs until the fabric is almost dry, with 
just a small amount of moisture remaining to prevent 
creasing.
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Repetitive steam injections and heat treatment to 
eliminate creases in the fabric. Low heat is used to also 
cater for sensitive fabrics. Steam care can be used with 
up to six shirts at a time.

Steam care for shirts

Steam refresh
Ideal for freshening up garments such as suit 
jackets, wool sweaters and other items that would 
normally be dry cleaned or otherwise treated. Steam 
is very effective at removing odours from cigarette 
smoke and fire smoke.

Sportswear
A programme for drying clothing with membranes, 
such as waterproof and breathable fabrics that 
require gentle care. This programme is also ideal 
for sportswear made of mixed materials. A low 
temperature and more time are used to ensure that 
the load is completely dry throughout.

Conditioning
A programme for the thermal activation and 
optimisation of waterproofing agents used in the 
Conditioning programme in the washer. This is a short 
programme with a high temperature to ensure optimal 
waterproofing of the fabric.

Quick Pro
With this programme you can get your wash 
completely dry in under an hour.
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The only crease treatment  
that actually works
Using the steam wrinkle care programme effectively 
reduces and eliminates creases in, for example, shirts 
and linen. The programme uses repetitive steam 
injections and heat treatment at low temperatures, 
which also make it suitable for sensitive fabrics. You 
can steam treat up to six shirts for perfect results. 200 
ml of water is used and the programme is done in just 
25 minutes or so.   

Steam beats bad smells
Our Steam refresh programme is ideal for dealing 
with such situations. The programme freshens up 
garments such as jackets, wool sweaters and 
other items that would normally be dry cleaned or 
otherwise treated. 

With the steam function, our heat pump dryers offer you a 
product that takes caring for your clothes to a new level. 
Steam is a highly effective and gentle means to care 
for your shirts, jackets and trousers. It is an easy way of 

getting your favourite shirts creaseless, but can also be 
used for refreshing clothes that don’t need washing. You 
can steam both natural fibres, such as cotton and linen, 
and synthetics. 

Steam is natural caring
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How can a heat pump be gentle  
on your clothes?
The air is dehumidified with the help of an evaporator instead of 
heat only, which means that lower temperatures can be used in the 
drying process. This, in turn, makes the drying gentler on fabrics 
without any loss in drying capacity or effectiveness. As well as 
gentler drying, the heat pump dryer also reduces the risk of clothes 
shrinking and even very sensitive fabrics can be dried. 

There’s always room for a heat pump dryer
ASKO’s heat pump dryers are closed systems in which the process 
air constantly circulates inside the tumble dryer, making it possible 
to install them in confined spaces, with little incoming air. Easy to 
integrate and install.
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A Soft Drum™ made of stainless steel
Soft Drum™ is a solution developed to enhance air flow around the 
load, thereby increasing the drying effect. The circular indentations 
with bevelled edges also have a cushioning effect that reduces 
wear and tear on fabrics. The new drum design allows for even and 
gentle drying with both small and large loads. 

Dry with more air and less heat
To dry clothes quickly and gently, you must use the air that 
circulates in the drum as efficiently as possible. Our two lifters have 
a high and a low side placed on opposite sides of the drum. The 
clothes will thus fall irregularly in the drum which prevents them from 
bundling, allowing better air circulation through the clothes.
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The Lint Trap™ is placed in the door and is designed to 
be easy to empty and clean. Adopt the habit of always 
checking that the Lint Trap™ is empty before tumble 
drying. Always empty it after tumble drying.

Lint TrapProtect your 
dryer from lint!

Drying result guaranteed

Lint is the tumble dryer’s worst enemy and will inevitably 
lead to longer drying times and other problems. To 
prevent lint from getting into the tumble dryer, we have 
designed the Multi Filter System™. This is a filter system 
of five different filters that ensures that all lint and even 
smaller particles are trapped before they reach the 
sensitive inner parts of the tumble dryer.

The Front Filter is placed in the cooling air inlet for the 
condenser and keeps the fan wheel free from dust. This 
additional filter will extend the condenser unit cleaning 
interval and ensure the best possible performance over 
time.

Front Filter

The mesh filter is one of two filters that provides extra 
protection for the condenser in our heat pump dryers. 
This filter traps slightly smaller particles than the Lint 
Trap™. The mesh filter is automatically cleaned with 
water.

Mesh filter 

As a final step before the air hits the condenser the foam 
filter traps the smallest dust particles. The foam filter is 
easy to clean in a washing machine without detergent 
and softener.

Foam filter

Models with a steam function have an additional small 
filter, the Lint Cup, that protects the steam generator 
from lint and dust.

Lint Cup

On all dryers

On condenser dryers

On heat pump dryers

On heat pump dryers

On heat pump dryers
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All of our Logic and Style tumble dryers are equipped with an interior 
LED light that provides ambient light with a premium feeling. It is nice 
to be able to see those items that can easily be left at the back of the 
dryer. The porthole is also illuminated for easy loading and unloading.

A light that welcomes you

Ball bearings are good things. They make things spin easier and last 
longer, so we equip our tumble dryer with up to five of them: one on the 
drum shaft, two to rest the drum on, and two ball bearings to support 
the motor.

We love ball bearings

At ASKO, we believe not only that stainless steel will outlast for 
example, plastic, but also that quality materials will always look better 
in years to come. Eventually, galvanised steel rusts, so we decided to 
make our drums out of stainless steel. That’s why our tumble dryers 
really do last longer.

I am strong and good looking

We have fitted our tumble dryers with extra reliable and quiet brushless 
motors. No brushes means a part less than can break, it also makes 
the motor more quiet. 

Long lasting motors
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Tumble dryers

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class: A+++
 n Capacity cotton: 11 kg
 n Noise level: 64 dB(A)

T611HX.W
User interface: Style
Type: Freestanding heat pump dryer
Colour: White

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class: A+++
 n Capacity cotton: 8 kg
 n Noise level: 64 dB(A)

T608HX.S / T608HX.W
User interface: Style
Type: Freestanding heat pump dryer 
Colour: Stainless steel / White

Construction & Performance
 n Caring Soft Drum™

 n Butterfly Drying™  for effective drying
 n Long-lasting and quiet    

 brushless motor  
 n Interior light for convenient   

 loading and unloading
 n Steam wrinkle care and Steam   

 refresh programmes
 n Convenient self-cleaning   

 condenser filter 
 n Lint and dust protection with   

 4-piece Multi-filter system

Use & Flexibility
 n 16 programmes 
 n Clarity and visibility with TFT full-  

 colour screen
 n Programmes for Jeans, Terry   

 and Down
 n Drying for fragile fabrics with and  

 without heat
 n Conditioning programme for   

 activation of waterproofing agents 
 n Steam programmes for wrinkle care  

 and freshening
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Delayed start option

Use & Flexibility
 n 16 programmes 
 n Clarity and visibility with TFT full-  

 colour screen
 n Programmes for Jeans, Terry   

 and Down
 n Drying for fragile fabrics with and  

 without heat
 n Conditioning programme for   

 activation of waterproofing agents 
 n Steam programmes for wrinkle care  

 and freshening
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Delayed start option

Construction & Performance
 n Caring Soft Drum™

 n Butterfly Drying™  for effective drying
 n Long-lasting and quiet  

 brushless motor 
 n Interior light for convenient   

 loading and unloading
 n Steam wrinkle care and Steam   

 refresh programmes
 n Convenient self-cleaning   

 condenser filter 
 n Lint and dust protection with   

 4-piece Multi-filter system
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Tumble dryers

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class: A+++
 n Capacity cotton: 8 kg
 n Noise level: 64 dB(A)

T408HD.S / T408HD.W
User interface: Logic
Type: Freestanding heat pump dryer 
Colour: Stainless steel / White 

Use & Flexibility
 n 12 programmes 
 n Programmes for Jeans, Terry   

 and Down
 n Programme for Bedding and   

 Silk & Wool
 n Drying for fragile fabrics with and  

 without heat
 n Conditioning programme for   

 activation of waterproof agents 
 n Anti crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Delayed start option

Construction & Performance
 n Caring Soft Drum™

 n Butterfly Drying™  for effective drying
 n Long lasting and quiet    

 brushless motor  
 n Interior light for convenient loading  

 and unloading
 n Convenient self-cleaning   

 condenser filter 
 n Lint and dust protection with   

 4 piece Multi filter system

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class: B
 n Capacity cotton: 8 kg
 n Noise level: 64 dB(A)

T408CD.W
User interface: Logic
Type: Freestanding condenser dryer 
Colour: White 

Construction & Performance
 n Caring Soft Drum™

 n Butterfly Drying™  for effective drying
 n Long lasting and quiet brushless  

 motor 
 n Interior light for convenient loading  

 and unloading
 n Convenient self-cleaning   

 condenser filter 
 n Lint and dust protection with   

 easy to use Lint Trap
 n Reduced cleaning frequency of   

 condenser with unique Front Filter

Use & Flexibility
 n 11 programmes 
 n Programmes for Jeans, Terry   

 and Down
 n Programme for Bedding and   

 Silk & Wool
 n Drying for fragile fabrics with and  

 without heat
 n Conditioning programme for   

 activation of waterproof agents 
 n Anti crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Delayed start option

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class: A+++
 n Capacity cotton: 11 kg
 n Noise level: 65 dB(A)

T411HD.W
User interface: Logic
Type: Freestanding heat pump dryer 
Colour: White

Use & Flexibility
 n 12 programmes 
 n Programmes for Jeans, Terry   

 and Down
 n Programme for Bedding and   

 Silk &  Wool
 n Drying for fragile fabrics with and  

 without heat
 n Conditioning programme for   

 activation of waterproofing agents 
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Delayed start option

Construction & Performance
 n Caring Soft Drum™

 n Butterfly Drying™  for effective drying
 n Long-lasting and quiet    

 brushless motor  
 n Interior light for convenient   

 loading and unloading
 n Convenient self-cleaning   

 condenser filter 
 n Lint and dust protection with   

 4-piece Multi-filter system

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class: A++
 n Capacity cotton: 9 kg
 n Noise level: 64 dB(A)

T409HS.W
User interface: Logic
Type: Freestanding heat pump dryer 
Colour: White

Construction & Performance
 n Caring Soft Drum™

 n Butterfly Drying™  for effective drying
 n Long-lasting and quiet    

 brushless motor  
 n Interior light for convenient   

 loading and unloading
 n Convenient self-cleaning   

 condenser filter 
 n Lint and dust protection with   

 4-piece Multi-filter system

Use & Flexibility
 n 14 programmes 
 n Programmes for Jeans, Terry   

 and Down
 n Programme for Bedding and   

 Silk &  Wool
 n Drying for fragile fabrics with and  

 without heat
 n Conditioning programme for   

 activation of waterproofing agents 
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Delayed start option
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Tumble dryers

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class: C
 n Capacity cotton: 8 kg
 n Noise level: 65 dB(A)

T208V.W
User interface: Classic
Type: Freestanding venting dryer 
Colour: White

Use & Flexibility
 n 7 programmes 
 n Programme for Bedding
 n Drying for fragile fabrics with and  

 without heat
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Delayed start option

Construction & Performance
 n Caring Soft Drum™

 n Butterfly Drying™  for effective drying
 n Long-lasting and quiet    

 brushless motor 
 n Lint and dust protection with easy to  

 use Lint Trap

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class: A++
 n Capacity cotton: 8 kg
 n Noise level: 64 dB(A)

T208H.W 
User interface: Classic
Type: Freestanding heat pump dryer 
Colour: White

Use & Flexibility
 n 8 programmes 
 n Programme for Bedding and   

 Silk & Wool
 n Drying for fragile fabrics with and  

 without heat
 n Conditioning programme for   

 activation of waterproofing agents 
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Delayed start option

Construction & Performance
 n Caring Soft Drum™

 n Butterfly Drying™  for effective drying
 n Long-lasting and quiet    

 brushless motor  
 n Convenient self-cleaning   

 condenser filter 
 n Lint and dust protection with   

 4-piece Multi-filter system

Capacity/consumption
 n Energy efficiency class: B
 n Capacity cotton: 8 kg
 n Noise level: 65 dB(A)

T208C.W 
User interface: Classic
Type: Freestanding condenser dryer 
Colour: White

Construction & Performance
 n Caring Soft Drum™

 n Butterfly Drying™  for effective drying
 n Long-lasting and quiet brushless  

 motor  
 n Lint and dust protection with easy to  

 use Lint Trap
 n Reduced cleaning frequency of   

 condenser with unique Front Filter

Use & Flexibility
 n 7 programmes
 n Programme for Bedding
 n Drying for fragile fabrics with and  

 without heat
 n Anti-crease function allows later   

 unloading reducing creases
 n Delayed start option
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Drying cabinets
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Why do I need a drying cabinet?
Drying cabinets are common in Scandinavia, where the climate 
often requires that you can dry all types of clothes quickly, even 
coarse outerwear and shoes. A drying cabinet is practical but 
also gentle on your most sensitive fabrics. A drying cabinet uses 
no mechanical action that can wear your clothes, the air stream 
transports residual moisture and it’s almost like drying outdoors.

Drying with care
Check the labels on your clothes and you’ll see that many garments 
and materials need very careful treatment. Silk, velvet and satin, 
for example, need to be handled with care. That’s when a drying 
cabinet comes in handy.
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Our new heat pump drying cabinets are low in energy 
consumption but high in drying efficiency. With a 
dewatering capacity of 22 g/min they dry a 4 kg load in 
just 90 minutes and with an energy consumption of just 
0.3 kWh. The cabinet is a fully closed system which 

means that no exhaust air connection is required. The 
moisture condenses during the process and the water 
that is formed is conveyed to a detachable water tank or 
via a hose to a drain.

Heat pump drying cabinets

Also for shoe care
It’s not just rubber boots that can be dried in a drying 
cabinet. All leather shoes need to rest between each 
use to allow moisture to escape. If you use them 
before they have dried, the seams will eventually 
break and they will lose their fit. Put them in the 
drying cabinet when you get home from work and 
they are ready for your evening walk an hour later. 

Less mess
With a drying cabinet, you can dry your family’s 
sweaters, shirts, coats, shoes, gloves and more in a 
neat, organised way. It’s a brilliant way of taking care 
of your family’s clothes while keeping the house neat 
and tidy.
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Drying cabinets

Capacity
 n 3.5 kg
 n Dewatering capacity: 17.5 g/min
 n Total drying length: 16 m
 n Fan capacity: 180 m3/h

Construction & Performance
 n Painted steel
 n Stainless steel handle
 n Reinforced and sound-proofed door
 n Door guide for perfect door   

 alignment 

Use & Flexibility
 n Super careful drying of all fabrics
 n Easy loading and unloading with   

 pull-out hangers
 n Create more space with   

 foldable hangers
 n Door hangers
 n Special hangers for gloves,   

 socks, liners
 n Rack for effective drying of shoes 
 n Energy and time-saving automatic  

 programmes

DC7774V 

Type: Drying cabinet with right-hinged door 
Colour: Stainless steel / White
Drying type: Vented

Capacity
 n 3.5 kg
 n Dewatering capacity: 17.5 g/min
 n Total drying length: 16 m
 n Fan capacity: 180 m3/h

Construction & Performance
 n Painted steel
 n Stainless steel handle
 n Reinforced and sound-proofed door
 n Door guide for perfect alignment   

 of the door

Use & Flexibility
 n Super careful drying of all fabrics
 n Easy loading and unloading with   

 pull-out hangers
 n Create more space with   

 foldable hangers
 n Practical door hangers
 n Special hangers for gloves,   

 socks, liners
 n Energy and time-saving automatic  

 programmes

Capacity
 n 3.5 kg
 n Dewatering capacity: 22.0 g/min
 n Total drying length: 16 m
 n Fan capacity: 945 m3/h

Construction & Performance
 n Painted steel
 n Stainless steel handle
 n Reinforced and sound-proofed door

Use & Flexibility
 n Super careful drying of all fabrics
 n Easy loading and unloading with   

 pull-out hangers
 n Create more space with   

 foldable hangers
 n Practical door hangers
 n Special hangers for gloves,   

 socks, liners
 n Energy and time-saving automatic  

 programmes

DC7784V 

Type: Drying cabinet with right-hinged door 
Colour: Stainless steel / White
Drying type: Vented

DC7794HP

Type: Drying cabinet with right-hinged door 
Colour: Stainless steel / White
Drying type: Heat pump
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Hidden Helpers™
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Handy storage
A pull-out basket that is easily accessible from the dryer, and has 
a push-pull door opening with a large removable rack. This is a 
solution that is useful for removing laundry and carrying it to the 
wardrobe or workbench for ironing and folding. 

Your laundry room just got bigger! 
Do you have problems finding space for your ironing board? Have 
you looked between the washer and the dryer? We have! Right 
there is a simple yet obvious and well-conceived solution that is 
always on hand when you need to iron your clothes, but safely and 
invisibly stored away when not in use.
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Keep it even simpler with a 
shelf and a handy basket
The wire basket and pull-out shelf can be used as 
an additional surface space when folding clothes 
and sorting socks - or for storage. The basket can 
be used to carry your clothes to the wardrobe. Now 
that’s practical!

A box for all sorts and improved 
ergonomics

A useful storage drawer with a height of 30 cm. Ideal 
for storing your detergent, softener, coat hangers, 
pegs, user manuals and other useful items in the 
laundry area. Place it beneath your washer and 
you’ll have a better working height when loading and 
unloading. The drawer also comes with a shelf for 
more easily loading and unloading of your laundry.

HI1153W/HI1153T 

A simple yet obvious and well-conceived solution
that is always on hand when you need to iron
your clothes, but safely and invisibly stored away
when not in use. 

General description
Type: Pull-out ironing board
Colour: White/Titanium
Height: 15 cm
Installation type: Integrated
Shell surface: Ironing board cover with heat-reflecting metallised surface

Use & Flexibility
 n Push/pull opening
 n Hidden ironing board
 n Maximum load: 10 kg
 n Integration with washer and dryer

HDB1153W / HDB1153T
Comes with a wire basket and telescopic pull-out shelf. Useful for removing 
laundry and carrying it to the wardrobe or workbench for
ironing and folding. 

General description
Type: Pull-out basket and shelf
Colour: White / Titanium
Height: 15 cm
Installation type: Integrated
Shell surface: Laminate/Steel wire

Use & Flexibility
 n Push/pull basket & shelf
 n Removable wire basket
 n Telescopic pull-out shelf
 n Maximum load: 10 kg
 n Integration with washer and dryer

Hidden Helpers™
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Hidden Helpers™

HPS5323W / HPS5323S

A spacious pedestal drawer for storing detergent, coat hangers, pegs, user 
manuals and other accessories. The drawer also comes with a shelf for loading 
and unloading.

Type: Pedestal drawer
Colour: White/Titanium
Height: 32 cm
Installation type: Integrated
Shell surface: Laminate/Steel

Use & Flexibility
 n Push/pull opening
 n Telescopic pull-out shelf
 n Maximum load: 15 kg
 n Integration with washer or dryer

HB1153W

A push- pull door opening with a deep removable rack. This solution is useful for 
removing the laundry and carrying it to the wardrobe or workbench for ironing 
and folding.

Type: Pullout basket
Colour: White/Titanium
Height: 15 cm
Installation type: Integrated
Shell surface: Steel wire 

Use & Flexibility
 n Push/pull opening
 n Removable deep wire basket
 n Maximum load: 5 kg
 n Integration with washer and dryer

HSS1053W /HSS1053T 

Makes loading and unloading your laundry so much easier. 

General description
Type: Pullout shelf
Colour: White/Titanium
Height: 4,8 cm
Installation type: Integrated
Shell surface: Laminate

Use & Flexibility
 n Push/pull opening
 n Telescopic shelf 
 n Maximum load: 10 kg
 n Integration with washer and dryer
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Technical specifications

WASHERS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION W6124X.W W6098X.S/W W4114C.W W4096R.W

Colour White Stainless steel/White White White

Installation type Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding

Interface type Style (TFT) Style (TFT) Logic (FSTN) Logic (FSTN)

Capacity (kg) 12 9 11 9

Spin speed (rpm) 1400 1800 1400 1600

Sound level (dB (A)) 59/74 56/78 52/77 56/77

Energy class (EU) A+++ A+++ A+++ A+++

CONSTRUCTION

Quattro construction n n n n

Steel Seal™ . seal without rubber bellow n n n n

Outer/inner drum material n n n n

Cast iron counterweights n n n n

Active Drum technology n n n n

Pro Wash system n n - n

Auto Dose system n n - n

ECO connection n n - -

PROGRAMMES

Everyday wash / Standard cotton n / n n / n n / n n / n

Mix & synthetic / Wool & hand n / n n / n n / n n / n

Dark wash / Time programme n / n n / n n / n n / n

Auto / Quick n / n n / n n / n n / n

Heavy / Easy care n / n n / n n / n n / n

Jeans/ Shirts / Hygiene n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n

Sports wear / Conditioning/ Stain programme n / n / n n / n / n - / - / - - / - / -

Quick Pro n n n n

Bedding / Allery cotton / Allergy synthetic n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n

RUN MODES

Green mode n n n n

Allergy mode n n n n

Speed mode n n n n

Intensive mode n n n n

Night mode n n - -

OPTIONS

Pre-wash n n n n

High water level n n n n

Anti-crease n n n n

Super rinse n n n n

Delayed start n n n n

Save favourite programme n n - -

TECHNICAL DATA

Max connection rating (W) 2200 2200 2200 2200

Voltage (V) 220-240 220-240 220-240 220-240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50 50

Fuse (A) 10 10 10 10

WASHERS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION W4096P.W W4086C.S/W W2084C.W

Colour White Stainless steel/White White

Installation type Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding

Interface type Logic (FSTN) Style (TFT) Classic (FSTN)

Capacity (kg) 9 8 8

Spin speed (rpm) 1600 1600 1400

Sound level (dB (A)) 56/77 52/77 54/75

Energy class (EU) A+++ A+++ A+++

CONSTRUCTION

Quattro construction n n n

Steel Seal™ seal without rubber bellow n n n

Outer/inner drum material n n n

Cast iron counterweights n n n

Active Drum technology n n n

Pro Wash system n - -

Auto Dosing system - - -

ECO connection - - -

PROGRAMMES

Everyday wash / Standard cotton n / n n / n n / n

Mix & synthetic / Wool & hand n / n n / n n / n

Dark wash / Time programme n / n n / n n / n

Auto / Quick n / n n / n n / n

Heavy / Easy care n / n n / n n / n

Jeans / Shirts / Hygiene n / n / n n / n / n - / - / -

Sports wear / Conditioning / Stain programme - / - / - - / - / - - / - / -

Quick Pro n n n

Bedding / Allery cotton / Allergy synthetic n / n / n n / n / n - / - / -

RUN MODES

Green mode n n n

Allergy mode n n -

Speed mode n n -

Intensive mode n n n

Night mode - - -

OPTIONS

Pre-wash n n n

High water level n n n

Anti-crease n n n

Super rinse n n n

Delayed start n n n

Save favourite programme - - -

TECHNICAL DATA

Max connection rating (W) 2200 2200 2200

Voltage (V) 220-240  220-240 220-240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50

Fuse (A) 10 10 10
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Technical specifications

DRYERS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION T611HX.W T608HX.S/W T411HD.W T409HS.W

Colour White Stainless steel/White White White

Installation type Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding

Interface type Style (TFT) Style (TFT) Logic (FSTN) Logic (FSTN)

Capacity (kg) 11 8 11 9

Dryer type Heat pump Heat pump Heat pump Heat pump

Sound level (dB (A)) 64 64 65 64

Energy class (EU) A+++ A+++ A+++ A++

CONSTRUCTION

Stainless steel drum n n n n

Steel base and steel feet n n n n

Brushless motor and drain pump n n n n

Butterfly drying with Air Lift paddles n n n n

Soft Drum n n n n

Steam generator n n - n

Light in drum n n n n

Self-cleaning condenser filter n n - -

FILTERS 

Lint Trap in door n n n n

Mesh filter in front of condenser n n n n

Foam filter in front of condenser n n n n

Lint filter in front of steam generator n n n n

Front Filter - - - -

PROGRAMMES

Auto dry / Auto normal dry n  / n n / n n / n n / n

Auto iron dry / Auto synthetic n  / n n / n n / n n  / n

Auto jeans / Auto terry / Auto down n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n

Bedding n n n n

Silk & wool n n n n

Shirts n n n n

Steam wrinkle care / Steam refresh - / - n / n - / - n  / n

Sports-wear / Conditioing n / n n / n n / n n / n

Quick Pro / Airing n / n n / n n / n n / n

OPTIONS

Extra dry/ Gentle dry/Anti crease n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n

Setting load size n n n n

Steam finish - n - n

Delayed start n n n n

Save favourite programme n n - -

TECHNICAL DATA

Max connection rating (W) 900 800 900 800

Voltage (V) 220-240 220-240 220-240 220-240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50 50

Fuse (A) 10 10 10 10

DRYERS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION T408HD.S / T408HD.W T408CD.W T208H.W T208C.W T208V.W

Colour White White White White White

Installation type Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding

Interface type Logic (FSTN) Logic (FSTN) Classic (FSTN) Classic (FSTN) Classic (FSTN)

Capacity (kg) 8 8 8 8 8

Dryer type Heat pump Condenser Heat pump Condenser Vented

Sound level (dB (A)) 64 64 64 65 65

Energy class (EU) A+++ B A++ B C

CONSTRUCTION

Stainless steel drum n n n n n

Steel base and steel feet n n n n n

Brushless motor and drain pump n n n n n

Butterfly drying with Air Lift paddles n n n n n

Soft Drum n n n n n

Steam generator - - - - -

Light in drum n n - - -

Self-cleaning condenser filter - - - - -

FILTERS 

Lint Trap in door n n n n n

Mesh filter in front of condenser n - n - -

Foam filter in front of condenser n - n - -

Lint filter in front of steam generator - - - - -

Front Filter - n - n -

PROGRAMMES

Auto dry / Auto normal dry n / n n / n n / n n / n n / n

Auto iron dry / Auto synthetic n / n n / n n / n n / n n / n

Auto jeans / Auto terry / Auto down n / n / n n / n / n - / - / - - / - / - - / - / -

Bedding n n n n n

Silk & wool - - n - -

Shirts n n - - -

Steam wrinkle care / Steam refresh - / - - / - - / - - / - - / -

Sports-wear / Conditioing - / - - / - - / - - / - - / -

Quick Pro / Airing n / n n / n n / n n / n n / n

OPTIONS

Extra dry / Gentle dry / Anti-crease n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n n / n / n

Setting load size n n n n n

Steam finish - - - - -

Delayed start n n n n n

Save favourite programme - - - - -

TECHNICAL DATA

Max connection rating (W) 800 2800 800 2800 3300

Voltage (V) 220-240 220-240 220-240 220-240 220-240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50 50 50

Fuse (A) 10 16 10 16 16
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Technical specifications

DRYING CABINET

GENERAL DESCRIPTION DC7774V DC7784V DC7794HP

Colour White Stainless steel/White White

Installation type Freestanding Freestanding Freestanding

Interface type LCD LCD LCD

Capacity (kg) 3.5 3.5 4.0

Dryer type Vented Vented Heat pump

CONSTRUCTION & PERFORMANCE

Body material Painted stainless steel Painted stainless steel Painted stainless steel

Handle Brushed stainless steel Brushed stainless steel Brushed stainless steel

Reinforced and sound-proofed door n n n

Door guide for perfect alignment n n n

Direct blowing into compartment n n n

Dewatering capacity (g/min) 17.5 17.5 22.0

Total drying length (m) 16 16 16

Fan capacity (m3/h) 180 180 945

USE & FLEXIBILITY

Super careful drying of all fabrics n n n

Foldable pull-out hangers n n n

Door hanger n 2 n 2 n

Glove hanger n n n 2

Bar for hangers - n 2 n 2

Shoe rack n - n

Auto programmes n n n

INTERACTION & CONTROL

Display type LCD/Electronic LCD/Electronic LCD/Electronic

Program selector and option keys n n n

Time selection n n n

Temperature selection n n n

Remaining time indication n n n

End of programme indicator n n n

Programme memory n n n

PROGRAMMES

Auto extra dry n n n

Auto cupboard dry n n n

Auto normal dry n n n

Warm towels n n n

Timed dry n n n

Cold dry n n n

OPTIONS

Normal temperature n n n

High temperature n n n

Delayed start n n n

TECHNICAL DATA

Max connection rating (W) 2000 2000 900

Voltage (V) 220-240 220-240 220-240

Frequency (Hz) 50 50 50

Fuse (A) 10 10 10

HIDDEN HELPERS

GENERAL DESCRIPTION HI1153W/ T HDB1153W/T HSS1053W/T HB1153W HPS5323W/S

Description Pull-out Ironing board Pull-out basket & shelf Pull-out shelf Pull-out basket Pedestal drawer  
with shelf 

Colour White / Stainless steel White / Stainless steel White / Stainless steel White White / Stainless steel

Installation type Integrated Integrated Integrated Integrated Integrated

Size (height) 15 cm 15 cm 4,8 cm 15 cm 15 cm

Material Painted steel Painted steel Painted steel Painted steel Painted steel

Integration with  
washer & dryer

n n n n n

USE & FLEXIBILITY

Push / pull opening n n n n n

Removable wire basket - n n - n

Telescopic pull-out shelf - n - n -

Hidden ironing board n - - - -

Maxiumum load 10 kg 10 kg 10 kg 5 kg 15 kg

UNOPENED DIMENSIONS

Height 150 150 48 150 321-351

Width 595 595 595 595 595

Depth 587 587 565 587 585

Weight 21 24.5 10 14.5 26.8

OPENED DIMENSIONS

Height 90 80 25 150 200-230

Widht 310 540 565 595 520

Depth 930 650 390 385 550

Work height 1042-1072* 625-955* 871* 967-997* 300

* Installed on top of washer or dryer

We assume no liability for printing errors.
The manufacturer reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.
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Installation drawings

W6098X.S/W, W4096R.W, W4096P.W, 
W4086C.S/W, W2084C.W

850-875

595566
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850-875

595682

T608HX.S/W, T411HD.W

850-875

595593

T611HX.W, T409HS.W, 
T408HD.S/W, T408CD.W, 

T208H.W, T208C.W, T208V.W
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In 1950, Karl Erik Andersson decided to build his mother a 
washing machine. To ensure the best possible durability and 
washing results, he refused to compromise on materials. The  
result was a washing machine crafted from solid stainless 
steel, standing on four cast iron legs. A design so convincing 
that it was taken into production not long after.

Since then ASKO has gained the confidence of millions of 
households and professional users. Innovation driven by 
craftsmanship and a deep understanding of customer needs 
have made ASKO’s products some of the best the market has 
to offer today. Using professional standards to create domestic 
kitchen and laundry products, is what makes ASKO so unique.

Thank you for choosing ASKO!

Our heritage is our future

Pro Series is our full range of kitchen appliances with a robust 
stainless look and a professional feel. They are created with a 
user-centric focus on features that aims to make your life less 
complex in the kitchen. 

Elements by ASKOASKO Pro Series™

Other ASKO ranges

ASKO dishwashers are some of the most advanced in the 
world. They are packed with innovative features that make 
loading easy. Such as our Flexirack™ system, which allows 
you to change the load height to fit all sizes of pots, pans and 
serving platters. 

ASKO kitchen appliances are crafted with a passion for detail 
to deliver performance and precision. Functionality and 
durability inspired by professional use and expertise to enrich 
people’s lives. Here we find our sense for design and materials 
seamlessly integrated with contemporary interiors.

DishwashersASKO Craft

Our professional appliances are ideal where domestic 
appliances are not powerful enough or do not fulfil hygiene 
requirements. We have professional washers, dryers, drying 
cabinets and dishwashers in our range. They are extremely 
robust machines built to be used many times a day. 

ASKO’s laundry appliances stem from a long tradition of 
innovative engineering and careful selection of materials. The 
laundry range encompasses carefully designed and durable 
washing machines, tumble dryers, drying cabinets and hidden 
helpers such as our integrated ironing board and laundry 
baskets.

Professional AppliancesLaundry appliances

Inspired by Scandinavian nature we created a range of top-
performing kitchen appliances. Solid feel, detailed finishing 
and intuitive controls characterise this range of products, 
which includes all the necessary gear for devoted cooking – 
from Volcano wok burners to integrated steam oven solutions.
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